
T R A I N I N G  & C O A C H I N G



SMALL SIDED GAMES

Soccer is best learned by playing soccer. Small sided games are developed to create opportunities
to genuinely participate in the game for all players. Small sided games contain all the elements that
make soccer so attractive. They are competitive, each player has a lot of touches and many goals can
be scored. In the end small sided games will lead to better soccer and more fun!

Nico Romeijn, Director of Coaching Education, U.S. Soccer

2B16 02 AFR -2 Rebounder
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2B1703 6½’x 12’ Kwik Flex® Goal

For information about Kwik Goal products, or to place your order, go to Kwikgoal.com 2



TAN DE M  TRA I N I NG
Tandem training is beneficial for increasing the 
number of touches a player can receive on the ball. 
We’ve learned to avoid the three deadly “L’s” (laps, 
lines and lectures).  We’ve learned that putting 
players in long lines leads to fewer repetitions, less 
interest from those waiting their turn and a lack of 
enthusiasm for training. By pairing players together, 
you can keep them locked-in mentally, allow the 
players to push each other developmentally and 
increase the value of each exercise thanks to more 
quality time with the ball.

EQUIPMENT TO CONSIDER:
16B2 TOMs - Use as a defender, forcing
 players to receive and play the ball
 while on the move

16A1601 Wobble Pillow - Improve the balance
 of players along with their ability
 to play the ball while off balance

16B22 Premier Coaching Sticks - Provide
 a simple obstacle course for players to  
 work on foot speed before or after
 receiving the ball.

16B3101 30” Coaching Sticks Hurdles - Use   
 in conjunction with all Kwik Goal   
 coaching sticks to create obstacles
  mimicking in game explosive    
 movements.

Erik Imler,
Kwik Goal Tech Rep, 
U.S. Soccer “A” Licensed Coach
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16B3702 Air TOM®



16B22 Premier Coaching Sticks
16B3101 30”Coaching Stick Hurdles

16A1601 Wobble Pillow

16B2708  TOM® (Training Opponent Mannequin®)
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KEEPER
TRAIN ING

Phil Wheddon,
U.S. Soccer “A”
Licensed Coach 16B3702 Air TOM®

As a coach, I am always 
looking for ways to 

challenge my goalkeepers 
and create game like 

situations that force decision 
making. Air TOMs® are a 

fantastic way to enhance 
the training environment.

The Air TOMs® are great 
for training when working 
on crosses or dealing with 

service. I use between 3 
and 5 Air TOMs® placed 

appropriately in and around 
the 6 yard box to force the 

goalkeepers to deal with 
obstacles and also work

on their catch vs. box 
decision making.

Air TOMs® are also great to 
enhance catch vs. deflect 

decisions and changing 
the path of the ball or un-

sighting the goalkeeper 
in shot stopping. Training 

visual acuity and reaction 
time, while focusing on 

technique, is key in training 
goalkeepers. Placing

Air TOMs® strategically
in the 18 yard box causes 
visual distractions for the 

goalkeeper and can 
change the ball’s path, 

causing the goalkeeper to 
have to adjust accordingly.

This invaluable training tool 
should be a part of every 

coach’s arsenal.
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16B3702 Air TOM®

For information about Kwik Goal products, or to place your order, go to Kwikgoal.com



The NSCAA Coaching Academy 
is extremely supportive of the use of 
TOM®s in training players of all levels.

The intelligent application of TOM®s can 
improve the technical and tactical 
abilities of individual players, as well as 
groups or lines within the team. Passing 
and movement patterns established to 
play around TOM®s demand accurate 
passing, precise turning and timing of 
runs. Tactically, TOM®s provide players 
with clear spatial cues, such as the 
line of a back four or the active space 
between lines of the opponent. TOM®s 
also provide excellent support to the 
coach in the practice of set plays, 
especially offensive free kicks, where 
players love to use them to shoot over 
and around.

           Ian Barker
               Director of 
               Coaching
               Education,
                     NSCAA

USE OF TOM®s

16B2708  TOM® (Training Opponent Mannequin®)
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For full product details, TOM® accessories and to place your order, go to Kwikgoal.com

16B2501    16B2604     16B2708    16B2701
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16B2308 TOM® Base 16B2801 TOM® Dolly

2B9006 Pro Premier ®

Copa Goal

1B32 Basic Training Soccer Ball



A player must dedicate numerous hours of practice 
to achieve a high level of ball control. A great way 
of achieving this goal is repetition. A player can use a 
rebound product (AFR-1®, AFR-2®, VAT Board, 16A1®) or 
soccer tennis (16B6) from Kwik Goal to practice their ball 
mastery skills. 

Passing to a rebounder allows a player to work on correct 
passing technique, first touch (control) & reaction to the 
rebound of the ball. Constant work with both feet will 
improve a player’s ability to master the ball. 

Constant repetition will allow a player to develop the 
necessary skills to improve their game play & team 
participation. 

TH E I M PORTANCE OF BALL MASTERY

16A3501  V.A.T. Board
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John O’Rourke
Kwik Goal Tech Rep, 

U.S. Soccer “A” Licensed Coach



For full product details and to view the entire line of Kwik Goal rebounders, go to Kwikgoal.com

16B6   Al l -Surface Soccer Tennis
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16A1  Kwik Back® Rebounder

2B1603  AFR-1® Rebounder



3 SINGLE LEG        LADDER DRILLS

16A2201  Mini  Ladder

Chad Waelchli,
Masters of Science,
Certified Strength & Conditioning
Specialist
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Speed ladders have been, 
and continue to be one of 
the most beneficial pieces of 
equipment to enhance foot 
speed and agility in soccer 
athletes. While many drills 
are used to enhance linear 
footwork, lateral footwork 
and mobility, few exercises 
are available to better 
strengthen, stabilize and 
balance the ankle and knee. 
Three exercises that are 
preferred to improve knee 
and ankle stability are:

1. Single leg hop and
 balance linear L/R
2. Single leg hop and
 balance lateral L/R
3. Single leg hop and
 balance diagonal L/R
(L/R = Left and Right)

When using proper 
techniques, including head
lean, shin angle and body 
mechanics, athletes will  
improve balance and 
stability, while making 
them ready for more
ballistic speed, agility and 
plyometric training.



16A30  Flat Rectangle Markers

16A6  Agility Ladders

16B16  Deluxe Speed Rings
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RECOVERY

I always tell my patients 
that recovery equipment 
is the key to maximizing 
performance and 
preventing injury. The 
Recovery Rollers and 
Massage Sticks are some 
of my favorite mobility 
tools. These tools will 
maximize performance 
by properly preparing 
the athlete’s muscles 
and joints. In order to 
help prevent injury, I like 
to have my patients use 
these before and after 
games or practice for a 
comprehensive warm up/
cool down that stretching 
alone does not offer. I 
also like these because 
they’re easily portable. 
I recommend these 
products to athletes and 
teams who care about 
performing at their best.

Chloe Costigan,
Doctor of Physical Therapy 

27A202  Recovery Stick
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27A6026 35½” Recover y Rol ler27A6016  23½” Recover y Rol ler

14For information about Kwik Goal products, or to place your order, go to Kwikgoal.com



The quick and easy assembly and dis-assembly process makes the 
use of the Kwik Flex® Goals and Coaching Sticks 2 Go convenient, 
extremely practical and essential. Mini fields, drills and exercises can 
be created in the time it takes players to have a water break.
The players respond to the professionalism of having the proper 
equipment, and thus the return on training increases significantly. 

Greg Ramos, U.S. Soccer “A” Licensed Coach, UEFA “A” Licensed Coach

SOCCER 2 GO

2B1701  4’ x 6’ Kwik Flex® Soccer Goal
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To view the full line of 2 Go products, go to Kwikgoal.com

16B33  Coaching St icks 2 GO

2B7  Infinity® Soccer Goal

6B604  Corner F lag 2 GO
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16B33  Coaching
St icks 2 GO



ESSENTIALS FOR THE COACH
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18B1101  Large Dr y Erase Board

18B1102  Dr y Erase Board

MB - 2  Soccer Magnetic Board
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18B1701  Kwik Carr y
Dr y Erase Board

MB -2  Soccer Magnetic Board

MB - 3  Soccer Magnetic
Dr y Erase Board

18B301   Soccer Cl ip Board

20B401  Coach’s Notebook I

The Kwik Goal Dry Erase Board
and Large Erase Board are

valuable coaching tools. 

These Kwik Goal products give 
coaches flexibility in choosing
how to visually communicate

with teams. Coaches get a 
professional product that gives 
them an opportunity to use dry 

erase and magnetic pieces 
individually or simultaneously 

as visual cues when reviewing 
information. These tools give the 

ability to review match-day
tactics or reorganizing

strategies as well.  

The Large Dry Erase Board is a
must for team rooms and the
game field. The board swivels
and the wheels allow for easy 

location changes. Half-time 
instruction is improved because 

players see and hear tactical 
changes. That visual component

is invaluable out on the field.

George Crampton,
UEFA “A” Licensed Coach,

Head Men’s Soccer Coach: 
DeSales Univeristy
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